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THE RECOVERY IN MANUFACTURING HAS BEEN 

SLOW, A LONGER WAIT IS NOW LIKELY 

Weakness in the United States and especially global manu-

facturing was a challenge for global growth in 2019 and a 

big challenge for corporate earnings growth. Global growth 

will likely finalize at 3.1% in 2019 or about a half point lower 

from the already slowing 3.7% rate of 2018. Corporate earn-

ings were flattish to down worldwide, with declines in manu-

facturing-sensitive economies such as Japan and Europe, 

but slightly positive earnings growth in the United States. 

Many have argued that the weakness in manufacturing 

would recover after the peak of the trade tensions between 

the United States and China passed. We have argued that 

the recovery in manufacturing, would be slow, even with a 

"truce" trade deal because there is excess capacity in most 

of the world's heavy industry. 

This note examines the latest indicators of U.S. and global 

manufacturing, investment spending, trade activity, com-

modity prices, currency exchange rates, earnings trends 

and more, which show that the recovery in manufacturing is 

slow and has yet to return to growth. Now with the outbreak 

of the coronavirus in China and the U.S. election is looming 

ever closer, we think the return to growth in global manufac-

turing activity will take more time and when growth returns 

that it remains slow for the rest of the cycle. 

GLOBAL MANUFACTURING PMIS REMAIN IN CON-

TRACTION TERRITORY 

Manufacturing Purchasing Managers' Indices (PMIs) will be 

reported next week for January. We expect only slight im-

provements from still weak December figures. In December, 

the U.S. manufacturing ISM was 47.2, Japan 48.4 and Ger-

many 43.7. China was the only encouraging read at 50.2. 

Such persistent weakness in manufacturing reports often 

causes sharp dips, yet stocks rallied. Early indicators for the 

U.S. January manufacturing ISM are soft. January's prelimi-

nary manufacturing PMI from Markit ticked down instead of 

up to 51.7. December non-defense capital goods orders 

were weak. New York, Kansas, and Dallas manufacturing 

surveys stayed weak; Philadelphia was decent. Only region-

al surveys, that include service activity, were healthy. Yet, 

most recently a very weak Chicago all business activity re-

port, noteworthy given its manufacturing sensitivity. 

EQUIPMENT: INDICATORS SHOW BETTER SPEND ON 

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 

U.S. manufacturing and industrial production data shows 

generally better conditions and a more significant recent 

upturn for computers and semiconductors. But activity in the 

manufacturing of industrial capital goods and energy equip-

ment and also cars remains weak with greater excess ca-

pacity. IT equipment and research and development (R&D) 

spending is healthy. We remain convinced that U.S. invest-

ment spending on equipment will stay soft overall, but 

healthy on productivity enhancers and weak on capacity 

additions. 

CONSTRUCTION: WEAK ESPECIALLY AT MANUFAC-

TURING AND ENERGY BUSINESSES 

Non-residential construction is barely growing at a weak 2% 

year-over-year pace. Construction at exploration, power & 

manufacturing is declining 5% year-over-year. These indus-

tries make up about one-third of non-residential construc-
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tion: oil & gas exploration 14%, power 10% and manufactur-

ing 8%. Until we see many of the headwinds to these indus-

tries ease, non-residential construction growth will remain 

anemic at best. Excluding these industries, construction 

expands 5.5% year-over-year.  

CURRENCY: STRONG U.S. DOLLAR AND WEAK EM 

CURRENCIES ARE NO HELP 

Strong U.S. dollar is not helping. Weak Euro makes Europe-

an industrial and manufactured goods more competitively 

priced. Weak emerging-market (EM) currencies such as 

Chinese Yuan (CNY) and Brazilian Real (BRL) make U.S. 

capital goods less affordable to these countries. And the 

very weak BRL also makes it harder for China to turn away 

from Brazil and toward the United States for agricultural and 

energy products imports. 

 

 

BOTTOM-UP FOURTH QUARTER EPS NOW UP 1.2% 

YEAR-OVER-YEAR, LED BY GROWTH AND DEFENSIVE 

225 S&P 500 companies comprising 65% of S&P 500 earn-

ings have reported fourth quarter results. Bottom-up fourth-

quarter earnings per share (EPS) is up 1.2% year-over-

year, sales up 2.9% year-over-year, and non-GAAP net 

margin 11.5% vs. 11.9% a year ago. Based on our macro 

grouping of S&P 500 industries, bottom-up EPS growth is 

superior at growth (5.4%) over value (-0.4%); and superior 

at defensives (6%) over cyclicals (-0.5%). Manufacturing 

oriented industries had sharp fourth-quarter EPS year-over-

year decline: durables (-41%), commodity (-35%), energy (-

42%), metals/chemicals (-14%), and capacity addition (-

12%). Also fourth-quarter EPS growth is weak at trade-

sensitive industries (-7%) and geopolitical-risk industries (-

43%). Macro groups with strong fourth-quarter EPS growth 

include: services/experience (11%), productivity (13%), in-

novation (13%), financials (12%), high research and devel-

opment (R&D) (7%), and consumer TMT (9%). 

GLOSSARY 

The Brazilian real (BRL) is the official currency of Brazil. 

The Chinese yuan (CNY) is legal tender on the Chinese mainland 

and the unit of account of the currency, Renminbi (RMB). 

Earnings per share (EPS) is calculated as a company's net income 

minus dividends of preferred stock, all divided by the total number 

of shares outstanding. 

Emerging markets (EM) are economies not yet fully developed in 

terms of, amongst others, market efficiency and liquidity. 

The euro (EUR) is the common currency of states participating in 

the Economic and Monetary Union and is the second most held 

reserve currency in the world after the dollar. 

Generally accepted accounting principles, or GAAP, are a set of 

rules that encompass the details, complexities, and legalities of 

business and corporate accounting. 

The ISM Purchasing Manager Index, published by the Institute for 

Supply Management, measures economic activity by assessing the 

sentiment among purchasing managers. It is an important indicator 

of the economic health. 

Margin describes borrowed money that is used to purchase securi-

ties. 

The Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) is an indicator of the eco-

nomic health of the manufacturing sector in a specific country or 

region. 

The S&P 500 is an index that includes 500 leading U.S. companies 

capturing approximately 80% coverage of available U.S. market 

capitalization. 

The U.S. dollar (USD) is the official currency of the United States 

and its overseas territories. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION: EMEA 

The following document  is intended as marketing communication. 

DWS is the brand name under which DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and its subsidiaries operate their business activities. Clients will be 

provided DWS products or services by one or more legal entities that will be identified to clients pursuant to the contracts, agreements, of-

fering materials or other documentation relevant to such products or services. 

The information contained in this document does not constitute investment advice. 

All statements of opinion reflect the current assessment of DWS Investment GmbH and are subject to change without notice. 

Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, opinions and hypothetical 

performance analysis, therefore actual results may vary, perhaps materially, from the results contained here. 

Past performance, [actual or simulated], is not a reliable indication of future performance. 

The information contained in this document does not constitute a financial analysis but qualifies as marketing communication. This market-

ing communication is neither subject to all legal provisions ensuring the impartiality of financial analysis nor to any prohibition on trading 

prior to the publication of financial analyses. 

This document and the information contained herein may only be distributed and published in jurisdictions in which such distribution and 

publication is permissible in accordance with applicable law in those jurisdictions. Direct or indirect distribution of this document is prohibited 

in the USA as well as to or for the account of US persons and persons residing in the USA.  

DWS Investment GmbH 2020 

 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: UK 

Issued in the UK by DWS Investments UK Limited. DWS Investments UK Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Au-

thority (Registration number 429806). 

DWS is the brand name of DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA. The respective legal entities offering products or services under the DWS 

brand are specified in the respective contracts, sales materials and other product information documents. DWS, through DWS Group GmbH 

& Co. KGaA, its affiliated companies and its officers and employees (collectively “DWS”) are communicating this document in good faith and 

on the following basis. 

This document is a financial promotion and is for general information purposes only and consequently may not be complete or accurate for 

your specific purposes. It is not intended to be an offer or solicitation, advice or recommendation, or the basis for any contract to purchase 

or sell any security, or other instrument, or for DWS to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information 

contained herein. It has been prepared without consideration of the investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances of any investor. 

This document does not identify all the risks (direct and indirect) or other considerations which might be material to you when entering into a 

transaction. Before making an investment decision, investors need to consider, with or without the assistance of an investment adviser, 

whether the investments and strategies described or provided by DWS, are suitability and appropriate, in light of their particular investment 

needs, objectives and financial circumstances. We assume no responsibility to advise the recipients of this document with regard to chang-

es in our views. 

We have gathered the information contained in this document from sources we believe to be reliable; but we do not guarantee the accuracy, 

completeness or fairness of such information and it should not be relied on as such. DWS has no obligation to update, modify or amend this 

document or to otherwise notify the recipient in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set 

forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. 

DWS does not give taxation or legal advice. Prospective investors should seek advice from their own taxation agents and lawyers regarding 

the tax consequences on the purchase, ownership, disposal, redemption or transfer of the investments and strategies suggested by DWS. 

The relevant tax laws or regulations of the tax authorities may change at any time. DWS is not responsible for and has no obligation with 

respect to any tax implications on the investment suggested. 

This document contains forward looking statements. Forward looking statements include, but are not limited to assumptions, estimates, 

projections, opinions, models and hypothetical performance analysis. The forward looking statements expressed constitute the author‘s 

judgment as of the date of this document. Forward looking statements involve significant elements of subjective judgments and analyses 

and changes thereto and/ or consideration of different or additional factors could have a material impact on the results indicated. Therefore, 

actual results may vary, perhaps materially, from the results contained herein. No representation or warranty is made by DWS as to the 

reasonableness or completeness of such forward looking statements or to any other financial information contained in this document. 

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NO GUARANTEE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 

© DWS 2020 

 

Publisher: DWS Investment GmbH, Mainzer Landstraße 11-17, 60329 Frankfurt am Main, Germany  
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION – APAC 

DWS is the brand name of DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA. The respective legal entities offering products or services under the DWS 

brand are specified in the respective contracts, sales materials and other product information documents.  DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA, 

its affiliated companies and its officers and employees (collectively “DWS Group”) are communicating this document in good faith and on the 

following basis.  

This document has been prepared without consideration of the investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances of any investor. 

Before making an investment decision, investors need to consider, with or without the assistance of an investment adviser, whether the 

investments and strategies described or provided by DWS Group, are appropriate, in light of their particular investment needs, objectives 

and financial circumstances. Furthermore, this document is for information/discussion purposes only and does not constitute an offer, rec-

ommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction and should not be treated as giving investment advice. 

DWS Group does not give tax or legal advice. Investors should seek advice from their own tax experts and lawyers, in considering invest-

ments and strategies suggested by DWS Group. Investments with DWS Group are not guaranteed, unless specified. 

Investments are subject to various risks, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and loss of income 

and principal invested. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount originally invested at any 

point in time. Furthermore, substantial fluctuations of the value of the investment are possible even over short periods of time. The terms of 

any investment will be exclusively subject to the detailed provisions, including risk considerations, contained in the offering documents. 

When making an investment decision, you should rely on the final documentation relating to the transaction and not the summary contained 

herein. Past performance is no guarantee of current or future performance. Nothing contained herein shall constitute any representation or 

warranty as to future performance. 

Although the information herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, DWS Group does not guarantee its accuracy, com-

pleteness or fairness. No liability for any error or omission is accepted by DWS Group. Opinions and estimates may be changed without 

notice and involve a number of assumptions which may not prove valid. All third party data (such as MSCI, S&P, Dow Jones, FTSE, Bank of 

America Merrill Lynch, Factset & Bloomberg) are copyrighted by and proprietary to the provider. DWS Group or persons associated with it 

may (i) maintain a long or short position in securities referred to herein, or in related futures or options, and (ii) purchase or sell, make a 

market in, or engage in any other transaction involving such securities, and earn brokerage or other compensation. 

The document was not produced, reviewed or edited by any research department within DWS Group and is not investment research. There-

fore, laws and regulations relating to investment research do not apply to it. Any opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions 

expressed by other DWS Group departments including research departments. This document may contain forward looking statements. 

Forward looking statements include, but are not limited to assumptions, estimates, projections, opinions, models and hypothetical perfor-

mance analysis. The forward looking statements expressed constitute the author’s judgment as of the date of this material. Forward looking 

statements involve significant elements of subjective judgments and analyses and changes thereto and/or consideration of different or addi-

tional factors could have a material impact on the results indicated. Therefore, actual results may vary, perhaps materially, from the results 

contained herein. No representation or warranty is made by DWS Group as to the reasonableness or completeness of such forward looking 

statements or to any other financial information contained herein. 

This document may not be reproduced or circulated without DWS Group’s written authority. The manner of circulation and distribution of this 

document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. 

This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any 

locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, including the United States, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be con-

trary to law or regulation or which would subject DWS Group to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction not currently 

met within such jurisdiction. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform themselves of, and to observe, 

such restrictions. 

Unless notified to the contrary in a particular case, investment instruments are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

(”FDIC“) or any other governmental entity, and are not guaranteed by or obligations of DWS Group. 

In Hong Kong, this document is issued by DWS Investments Hong Kong Limited and the content of this document has not been reviewed by 

the Securities and Futures Commission. 

© 2020 DWS Investments Hong Kong Limited 

In Singapore, this document is issued by DWS Investments Singapore Limited and the content of this document has not been reviewed by 

the Monetary Authority of Singapore. 

© 2020 DWS Investments Singapore Limited 

In Australia, this document is issued by DWS Investments Australia Limited (ABN: 52 074 599 401) (AFSL 499640) and the content of this 

document has not been reviewed by the Australian Securities Investment Commission. 

© 2020 DWS Investments Australia Limited 
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